
Managing Your Instagram Experience: A Guide to
Disabling Likes

Instagram, one of the world's most popular social media platforms, has introduced various
features to empower users to curate their experience. Among these features is the ability to
disable likes on your posts, giving you greater control over your content and interactions.
Whether you're seeking a break from the pressure of validation or aiming to create a more
authentic online presence, here's a comprehensive guide on How to turn off likes on
Instagram.

Step 1: Open Instagram
Launch the Instagram app on your mobile device. Make sure you're logged into the account
for which you want to disable likes.

Step 2: Access Settings
Navigate to your profile by tapping your profile picture in the bottom right corner. Once on
your profile, locate and tap on the three horizontal lines (also known as the hamburger icon)
in the top right corner. This will open the menu.

Step 3: Go to Settings
Scroll down within the menu and find "Settings." Tap on it to access the settings options.

Step 4: Privacy Settings
In the settings menu, you'll see a section called "Privacy." Tap on this section to open it.

Step 5: Activity Status
Within the "Privacy" section, locate "Activity Status." This setting allows you to control
whether others can see when you were last active on Instagram. Tap on "Activity Status" to
proceed.

Step 6: Disable Show Activity Status
You'll now see a toggle switch next to "Show Activity Status." By default, this setting is
enabled, showing others when you were last active. To turn off this feature, simply toggle the
switch to the off position.

Step 7: Return to Your Profile
After disabling the "Show Activity Status" feature, you can exit the settings and return to your
profile. This will complete the process.

Once you've followed these steps, your followers and others won't be able to see your
activity status, including when you were last active and whether you're currently online. This
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includes the "likes" you give to others' posts, offering a sense of privacy and control over
your interactions.

Disabling likes on Instagram can be a strategic move if you're seeking to minimize external
validation or to create a more authentic digital presence. However, it's important to note that
this action may affect engagement with your posts, as others won't be able to see how many
likes your content has received. Consider your goals and priorities before deciding whether
to disable likes.

Remember that Instagram frequently updates its features and settings, so it's a good idea to
check for any changes or updates that might affect your preferences. By taking charge of
your experience on the platform, you can ensure that it aligns with your personal values and
intentions.


